Implementation of a Hermitian Decoder IC in 0.35pm CMOS
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Abstract
This paper presents t,he first integrated circuit implementation of a Hermitian dwoder thereby proving its practical viability. Hermitian codes provide much larger block
lengths ( n = 4080) compared to that of the popular
Reed-Solomon (RS) codes ( n = 256) over the same field
(GF(256)). This translates to a coding gain of 0.6 dB for
the same rate. However, Hermitian codes were deemed
to be too complex t o implement until the emergence of
a recent algorithmic breakthrough which made the complexity of Hermitian decoders comparable to that of RS
codes. Based on Koetter's decoding algorithm, the chip
architecture consists of an array of sixteen interdependent Berlekamp-Massey algorithin (BMA) blocks. Thus,
the same IC can be used for decoding RS codes as well.
The decoder IC is designed in a 3.3V, 0.35pm, four-metal
CMOS process and can correct up to t = 60 errors per
block of n = 4080 words at a rate of 400 Mb/s. The IC
prototype consumes 3.0 W with a 50 MHz clock.

I Introduction
Reed-Solomon (RS) codes have been the most popular
block code since the mid-1970s and are found in most
communication and magnetic storage systems. Extensive
research has been performed in the optimization of decoding algorithms and architectures for RY codes. An
inherent limitation of RS codes is that the block length n
is constrained by the field over which the code is defined.
In particular, 71 = Ze for the RS code defined over the
field GF(2'). Larger block lengths are desirable because
it increases the code rate T = k / n , where k is the number of information symbols, for the same error correction
capability t = ( n- k ) / Z .
Hermitian codes provide much larger block lengths (n =
4080) compared to that of the popular RS codes ( n = 256)
over the same field (GF(256)). For the same rate (obtained by taking RS codes over GF(212)), the Hermitian
code provides a coding gain of up to 0.6 dB at a rate of0.6
(see Fig. 1). Figure 1 also shows that the effectiveness of
Hermitian codes improves as the code rate reduces. However, Hermitian codes were deemed to be too complex to
implement until the recent emergence of' a breakthrough
in the form of Koetter's algorithm [l]which made the
This work was supported by NSF grant CCR98-05080.
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Fig. 1 . Gain comparison of Hermitian and F S codes

complexity of Hermitian decoders comparable to that of'
RS decoders. Hermitian codes require considerable memory and 'r times the basic computational complexity of
RS codes. However, in order to achieve equivalent block
sizes, RS codes require larger fields and thus longer symbols. Thus, the overall complexity for identical block sizes
for the two types of codes scales at the same rate. RS [2]
as well as Hermitian decoding require four major steps:
1.) syndrome calculation, 2.) error-locator polynomial
computation, 3.) error-evaluator computation, and 4.)
error-correction.
In RS decoding, steps 2 and 3 are oRen combined but
these are consciously kept separate in case of Hermitian
decoding for complexity reasons. Further, amongst all
four steps, it is step 2 (computation of the error-locator
polynomial) that is most coniplex and creates a throughput bottleneck. This research is concerned with an e&cient. implementation of step 2, which generates a polynomial that describes the locations of errors in the received
block.

RS code synibols over GF(256) can be obtained by evaluating the data polynomial of degree IC - 1 (also defined
over GF(256)) over all n = 256 points in GF(256), i.e.,
points on a line. Hermitian codes, on the other hand,
are obtained by evaluating the data polynomial over all
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points on a curve (Hermitian curve) in GF(256). Thus,
Hermitian codes can be visualized as a kind of punctured
two-dimensional RS codes. However, due to complexity
reasons, implementation of decoders for Hermitian codes
has not been attempted before. With dramatic reductions in decoding complexity afforded by [l],it has now
become possible to implement such a decoder. In fact,
the Koetter algorithm [1]is based upon the well-known
Berlekamp-Massey Algorithm (BMA) used for decoding
RS codes. The goal of research described in this paper is
t o prove that Hermitian decoders can be implemented in
present day technology with reasonable cost. The interested reader is referred to [3] for details of the algorithm,
architecture, and circuit.
The paper is organized as follows: sec. I1 consists of a
comparative description ofthe Koetter and BMA computations. Section I11 describes the overall chip architecture
while sec. IV discusses circuit implementation issues.

for i = O t o r - 1 do
vote[i] = 0
for I C = O t o r - l do
if A(i)= A ( k )and

a y " ) > 0 then
vote[i] = voteli] + a&k)- ayk)
end if
-

end €or
end for
maxidx = i s.t. vote[i] > vote[k] 'd k
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Fig. 2. Majority voting algorithm.

the X(z) polynomial from block to block in the algorithm.
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I1 The Koetter Algorithm
As mentioned earlier, the Hermitian code is based on 8bit finite field elements. Thus, the field GF(256) defines
the potential symbols of the Hermitian code. Whereas an
RS code has a block size of 256, the Hermitian code in
GF(256) uses a block size of 4080 where v
'% equals the
number of BMA blocks. This decoder can be programmed
t o correct up to t = 60 errors in each block of n = 4080
symbols referred t o as the codeword. An important parameter in the code is derived as m = 2t 29 - l where t
is the number of' errors to correct and the genus g = 120 is
a constant dependent on the Hermitian code's base curve.
The number of syndromes and the number of iterations
are both functions of m.

+

The BMA is a popular algorithm for finding the errorlocator polynomial of' a RS codeword [2]. The Koetter
algorithm [1]determines the error-locator polynomial for
Hermitian codes and in fact employs sixteen parallel BMA
blocks that operate in lock-step. Each of these sixteen
blocks maintains one of the code's sixteen error-locator
polynomials which are computed iteratively over m+g+ 1
iterations.
Each iteration of the error-locator algorithm breaks down
into three main steps: 1.) compute the discrepancy A,
2.) calculate the missing syndrome, and 3.) update the
) the scratch X ( i ) polynomials acerror-locator ~ ( z and
cording to (1). The second step occurs only in the final
120 iterations as shown in Fig.2.
For the sake of comparison, equations (1)and (2) show the
update operations for the Hermitian and RS decoders, respectively. The variable j in (1) represents the shifting of
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I11 The Decoder Architecture
The Hermitian decoder employs a modified version of the
BMA block for computing the error-locator polynomials
in RS codes. For this decoder chip, the symbol serial
BMA implementation [4] is the basis for the modified
BMA block. The sixteen modified BMA blocks are linked
together such that the X(z) and ax move from one block to
the next after each iteration. The syndrome register feeds
the same syndromes to all sixteen blocks. Each block is
linked t o the majority voting unit by a global bus.
The architecture iteratively determines sixteen separate
error-locator polynomials in parallel. The algorithm requires m f g 1 iterations through a loop. As each iteration requires a new syndrome, the algorithm itself requires
nz + g 1 syndromes per codeword. However, assuming
a pipelined decoder where each stage comprises one of
the previously mentioned four decoding stages, the syndrome computation stage would not be able t o generate
syndromes fast enough to keep up with the other pipeline
stages. Consequently, we compute only m 1 syndromes
in the syndrome computation block and compute the remaining g syndromes while computing the error-locator
polynomial [ 11.

+

+

+

A. Modafied B M A block
The modified BMA architecture is the key to the Koetter algorithm. Fig. 3 shows the data-flow for this block.
The shaded blocks are the extra hardware in the modified
BMA data path. The delay i n clashed lines is present for
only RS implenientations. The first two steps of the algorithm dictate two additions to the architecture: an extra
syndrome input, and the multiplexer/adder t o enable the
use ofthe majority vote. The cxtra syndronie input allows
a different syndrome to be used in certain cycles. The two
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Fig. 4. Gap sequence structure in a Hermitian polynomial. gi
represents a gap, or a coefficient that is permanently zero. ui is
a nontrivial coefficient.
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Fig. 3. Modified BerlekampMassey architecture

signed integers a, and ax require two update and storage
hardware. The circuitry for these integers is not normally
required for RS decoding. RS decoding typically employs
the one integer L . Finally, the X(z) polynomial and a~
integer are shifted block to block during the polynomial
update shge of each iteration.
Once the m + g + 1 iterations are complete, the ~ ( 2 poly)
nomial in each block holds a valid error-locator polynomial. However, it has been shown [I] that at least one
of these polynomials will have a degree of not more than
t + g. Only one of the sixteen polynomials is required in
the succeeding decoding stages. Thus, the polynomial of
smallest degree is found and shifted out to the next stage.
The a, values from all sixteen blocks can be compared to
find the o ( z ) polynomial of minimum degree. Since the
error-locator computation is the focus of this work, the
chip's output is this chosen ~ ( zpolynomial.
)

B. The Majority Voting Unit
Large amounts of data need to be transferred from each
block to the majority voting unit,. For example, each block
must transmit its 8-bit discrepancy value, as well as variables a, and ax, which are both 10-bit signed integers. In
order t,o minimize routing constraints, a global bus is used
for such transfers and all off-chip communication. Additionally, this information is transferred between the block
and the majority voting unit one block at a time. The
majority voting block is synthesized as a series of rotating shift registers. Computation is only done on the first
and second positions from the sixteen possible for each.

C. Gap sequence
The gap sequence property of Hermitian codes considerably reduces the amount of processing required on each
iteration of the algorithm. This property, illustrated in
Fig.4, states that certain coefficients in known positions of
any polynomial will always be a gap, i.e., a coefficient that
is permanently zero. Specifically, of the first r 2 = 256 coefficients, exactly g = 120 will always be zero. This property allows for two circuit-level optimizations. The first is
the removal of 120 symbols of storage from the syndrome
register. If the controller is aware ofthe gap sequence, it
does not need to compute iterations corresponding t o the
gap sequence. A virtual addressing system has been employed in order to reduce the syndrome register memory.
This block maps virtual addresses from the global controller into physical addresses in the syndrome register.
A greater impact of the gap sequence is in the number of
cycles required to coniplete the algorithm. After the first
256 iterations, t,he gap sequence allows for 120 cycles to
be saved per iteration by skipping the gaps. This optimization saves 27000 clock cycles, or approximately 10%
when correcting 60 errors.

D. Control and Pipelining
The algorithm contains some variables that are common
to all sixteen modified BMA blocks, aiid others that are
specific to each block. Control of the architecture is partitioned to represent these divisions. Each modified BMA
block has a local controller to track its state for use during the discrepancy calculation and the polynomial update. The global controller is a finite state machine that.
keeps the local controllers in synch via the use of five state
bits. This partitioning between local arid global coiitrol
reduces the coniplexity of the controller and minimizes
wire routing between the global and local controllers.
Due to its complexity and distributiou, the control logic
requires special construction in order to meet the chip
cycle time. The chip is partitioned into three pipeline
stages. The global controller makes up the first stage,
the local controller the second, and the actual datapath
makes up the final pipeline stage. This results in the datapath running two clock cycles behind the global controller.
Pipeline stalls are guaranteed not to occur as the global
controller receives no direct feedback from the datapath.

E. Test Hardware
Several blocks were added to the design in order to facilitate testing. The added hardware allows read/write
access to any ineniory location withiii the registers, as
well as read access to many other signals Lhroughout' the
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chip. Thc t.est hardware is designed to tie iiondestructive,
allowing decoding to conipletc correctly afkr B t,cst 011eratioil. Althoiigh full sra,ri-eiiat)led test. liartlwarc-~woiiltl
have been niost desirable. time constrailits dictated au ad
hoc approach.

I

IV Circuit Implementation
The chip was tlesigned using a synthesis-based standard
cell design mcthotfology. A simple standard cell litxary
was developed a r i d charact,erized in a 0.35 pm CMOS process. Tlie library contained basic a,nd complex logic gates
with siiigle drive capability. In\wt,ers and bugers wit,li
drivmultiple drive levels were atltled t o enat)lr c+f~ieiit,
ing of various sized loads. All rcyiiired library forniat,s
for the cells were created for usc wit,li Synopsys’s Design
Compiler for logic syntliesis and stat,ic t,iiiiing analysis,
Cadence’s Silicon Ensemble for cell placenicnt and routing, arid Cadence’s Virtiioso layoiit editor for finill layout
preparation.

In addition to the standard cell library, two custom dualport SRAM t h c k s were designed using a typical fullcust,om desigil methodology described in [ 5 ] . The SRAM
base cell was reused from previous research 161. These
SRAM blocks were desigiied to be used as area efficient
implementations of the polynomial registcrs. One block
serves as the syndrome register, the other block serves as
both the g ( z ) and X(z) registers in each BMA block. In
addition to acting as area-efficient registers, the SRAhl
implementations allow for easy access to all coefficients in
order to facilitate testing and characterization. Black box
descriptions of these SRAM blocks were created for use in
the standard cell methodology.
Nea,rly all of the blocks in the design were implemented
by synthesizing VHDL behavioral descriptions. This approach was taken in order to minimize design time and
make algorithmic adjustments easier to implement. The
top-level chip description and the modified BMA blocks
were written in structural VHDL in order t o ensure connectivity of lower-level blocks. The blocks were then synthesized a t various levels of the hierarchy in order to obtain the final logic. Functional verification was performed
before and after synthesis in order to ensure correct logic
synthesis from the behavioral descriptions.

Fig. 5.
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Microphotograph of the final die showing the modified

BMA blocks (BMA), Lhe syndrome register (SR), and the global
random logic (RL).

V Conclusion
This paper has described the first IC‘ implementation of a
Hermitian decoder thereby bringing this powerful generalization of RS codes into the practical domain. Further research is necessary to reduce the power and improve speed
through the design of algorithmically pipelined Hermitian
decoder architectures.

After logic synthesis, Silicon Ensemble was used to place
and route the standard cells. An iterative methodology
was employed to obtain timing closure between synthesis
and physical design.
The Hermitian decoder IC was fabricated in a 3.3V,
0.35pm 4-metal CMOS process. Table 1 shows some
of the critical details of the final design. Measurements
on the test bench indicate that the decoder IC consumes
3.0W with a 50 MHz clock.
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Table 1. Error-locator computer rliip details
I 6.30nini x 6.30miii

Chip Dimclisions
Core Diniensioiis
Total Transistors
Logic Transistors
Memory Transistors
Clock Cycle
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